The purposes of this note are to complement the results of [4] by citing examples of spectral operators (in the sense of that paper) on non-normable locally convex spaces and to announce a result on the structure of spectral operators which indicates that these examples exhibit rather typical behavior for spectral operators on a large class of locally convex spaces of interest to analysts.
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We retain the notions of [4] and refer to it for proofs. Let E be a locally convex space (always assumed Hausdorff), £(E) the algebra of continuous linear transformations of E into itself (the identity being denoted by e), £ S (E) the algebra £(E) under the topology of pointwise convergence, and let £ <T (E) be £(E) under the weak topology associated with £ S (E). If u is a linear transformation defined on a dense vector subspace D u of E with values in E, the resolvent set of u (denoted by p(u)) is the set of all complex numbers X possessing neighborhoods N\ such that for each ju£iVx, the operator fie -u is 1-1 and has range dense in £, (ixe -u)~l has a (necessarily unique) extension JR(ju) £<£(£) and R(-) is holomorphic in N\-to these we adjoin the point <*> if R(-) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of oo. The spectrum of u (denoted by <r(u)) is the complement of p(u) in the Riemann sphere ; the point spectrum w(u) is the set of complex numbers X for which \e -u is not 1-1.
Given a compact Hausdorff space X, let Q(X) denote its algebra of continuous complex-valued functions and (B(X) its algebra of complex-valued bounded Baire functions, both under the supremum norm. A spectral measure is a mapping 8-»/*(S) from the <r-algebra of Baire subsets of X to £(E), countably additive in £ ff (E) and satisfying fx(X)=e t /x(Si052) =/x(ôi) -/x(Ô2) for any two Baire sets ôi and Ô2. Under suitable hypotheses (e.g., E weakly semi-complete [ = weakly sequentially complete] and tonnelé) every spectral measure fx defines a continuous homomorphism <j> of (&(X) into £ 8 (E); conversely, any continuous homomorphism <t> of 6(X) into £ a (E) has associated with it a spectral measure jut (and thus an extension to ($>(X)). The connection between the measure and the homomorphism is given by In each of the cases (a), (b) and (c), the spectrality of the operator is a corollary of the fact that the eigenfunctions of a classical boundary-value problem associated with the operator form absolute bases in £> r tt or S respectively: in these spaces, an operator possessing a diagonal matrix with respect to some absolute basis is always spectral (see [4, pp. 161, 170] Thus the spectral operators on these spaces are of a more severely restricted variety than might at first be supposed. For example, Theorem 2 implies that the operators x-*f * x and x->g*x on S, where /G©c an d g£©M, are spectral only in the trivial cases where/=XSo or g = X, i.e., when the operator is a scalar multiple of the identity. These stringent conditions on the spectrum also rule out spectrality for a large number of differential operators on the spaces S and S'. Proofs of these results will appear elsewhere.
